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Abstract— The problem of joint universal source coding and
modeling, treated in the context of lossless codes by Rissanen,
was recently generalized to fixed-rate lossy coding of finitely
parametrized continuous-alphabet i.i.d. sources. We extend these
results to variable-rate lossy block coding of stationary ergodic
sources and show that, for bounded metric distortion measures,
any finitely parametrized family of stationary sources satisfying
suitable mixing, smoothness and Vapnik–Chervonenkis learnabil-
ity conditions admits universal schemes for joint lossy source
coding and identification. We also give several explicit examples
of parametric sources satisfying the regularity conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A universal source coding scheme is one that performs
asymptotically optimally for all sources within a given class.
Intuition suggests that a good universal coder should acquire
a probabilistic model of the source from a sufficiently long
data sequence and operate based on this model. For lossless
codes, this intuition has been made rigorous by Rissanen [1]:
the data are encoded via a two-part code which comprises
(1) a suitably quantized maximum-likelihood estimate of the
source parameters, and (2) an encoding of the data with the
code optimized for the acquired model. The redundancy of
this scheme converges to zero ask log n/n, wheren is the
block length andk is the dimension of the parameter space.

Recently we have extended Rissanen’s ideas tolossy
block coding of finitely parametrized continuous-alphabet i.i.d.
sources with bounded parameter spaces [2], [3]. We have
shown that, under appropriate regularity conditions, there exist
joint universal schemes for lossy coding and source identi-
fication whose distortion redundancy and source estimation
fidelity both converge to zero asO

(√
log n/n

)
as the block

lengthn tends to infinity. The code operates by coding each
block with the code matched to the parameters estimated from
the preceding block. Moreover, the constant hidden in theO(·)
notation increases with the “richness” of the model class, as
measured by the Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension [4],
[5] of a certain class of decision regions in the source alphabet.

The main limitation of the results of [2], [3] is the i.i.d.
assumption, which excludes such practically relevant model
classes as autoregressive sources or Markov and hidden
Markov processes. Furthermore, the assumption of a bounded
parameter space may not be always justified. In this paper
we relax both of these assumptions. Because the parameter
space is not bounded, we have to use variable-rate codes with
countably infinite codebooks, whose performance is naturally

quantified by Lagrangians [6], [7]. We show that, under certain
regularity conditions, there are universal schemes for joint
lossy source coding and modeling such that, as the block
length n tends to infinity, both the Lagrangian redundancy
relative to the best variable-rate code at each block length and
the source estimation fidelity at the decoder converge to zero as
O(
√
Vn log n/n), whereVn is the VC dimension of a certain

class of decision regions induced by the collection of alln-
dimensional marginals of the source process distributions.

The key novel feature of our scheme is that, unlike most
existing schemes for universal lossy coding, which rely on
implicit identification of the active source, it learns an explicit
probabilistic model. Moreover, our results clearly show that
the “price of universality” of a modeling-based compres-
sion scheme grows with the combinatorial richness of the
underlying model class, as captured by the VC dimension
sequence{Vn}. The richer the model class, the harder it is
to learn, which in turn affects the compression performance
because we use the source parameters learned from past data in
deciding how to encode the current block. These insights may
prove useful in such settings as digital forensics or adaptive
control under communication constraints, where trade-offs
between the quality of parameter estimation and compression
performance are of central importance.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Let X = {Xi}i∈Z be a stationary, ergodic source with
alphabetX . All alphabets are assumed to be Polish spaces
equipped with their Borelσ-fields. We adopt the usual setting
of universal source coding: the process distribution ofX is not
known exactly, apart from being a member of some indexed
class{Pθ : θ ∈ Λ}. We assume that the parameter spaceΛ is
an open subset ofRk with nonempty interior. We also assume
that there exists aσ-finite measureµ onX , such that for every
θ ∈ Λ the n-dimensional marginalsPnθ of Pθ are absolutely
continuous with respect to (w.r.t.) the product measureµn, for
all n, denoting the corresponding densitiesdPnθ /dµ

n by pnθ .
We wish to codeX into a reproduction procesŝX =

{X̂i}i∈Z with alphabet X̂ by means of a finite-memory
variable-rate lossy block code (vector quantizer). Such a code
with block lengthn and memory lengthm [an (n,m)-block
code, for short] is a pairCn,m = (f, ϕ), wheref : Xn ×
Xm → S is the encoder,ϕ : S → X̂n is the decoder, and
S ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is a finite or countable collection of binary strings



satisfying the prefix condition. The mapping ofX into X̂ is
defined byX̂n(k+1)

nk+1 = ϕ(f(Xn(k+1)
nk+1 , Xnk

nk−m+1)), k ∈ Z,

whereXj
i
4= (Xi, Xi+1, . . . , Xj), i < j. Thus, the encoding

is done in blocks of lengthn, but the encoder is also allowed to
view them source symbols immediately preceding the current
n-block. Abusing notation, we shall denote byCn,m both the
compositionϕ ◦ f and the pair(f, ϕ); whenm = 0, we shall
use a more compact notationCn and say “n-block code.”

Let ρ : X×X̂ → R+ be a measurable single-letter distortion
function; ρn(xn, x̂n) = n−1

∑n
i=1 ρ(xi, x̂i) is the per-letter

distortion due to reproducingxn ∈ Xn by x̂n ∈ X̂n. We as-
sume thatρ is a metric onX∪X̂ , bounded from above by some
ρmax <∞. SupposeX ∼ Pθ. Associated with the codeCn,m

are its expected distortionDθ(Cn,m) 4= Eθ{ρn(Xn
1 , X̂

n
1 )}

and its expected rateRθ(Cn,m) 4= Eθ{`n(f(Xn
1 , X

0
−m+1))},

where, for a binary strings, `n(s) is its length in bits,
normalized byn. When working with variable-rate quantizers,
it is convenient [6], [7] to absorb the distortion and the rate into
a single performance measure, theLagrangianLθ(Cn,m, λ) 4=
Dθ(Cn,m) + λRθ(Cn,m), where λ > 0 is the Lagrange
multiplier which controls the distortion-rate trade-off. The op-
timal Lagrangian performance achievable onPθ by any zero-
memory variable-rate quantizer with block lengthn is given by
thenth-order operational distortion-rate Lagrangian̂Lnθ (λ) 4=
infCn Lθ(Cn, λ) [6]. Allowing the codes to have nonzero
memory does not improve optimal performance, because we
can use memoryless nearest-neighbor encoders to convert any
(n,m)-block code into ann-block code without increasing the
Lagrangian. Thus,̂Lnθ (λ) = infm infCn,m Lθ(Cn,m, λ), where
the infimum is over all memory lengthsm and all(n,m)-block
codesCn,m, for a fixed block lengthn. Because eachPθ is
ergodic,L̂nθ (λ) converges, asn → ∞, to the distortion-rate

LagrangianLθ(λ) 4= minR
(
Dθ(R) + λR

)
, whereDθ(R) is

the Shannon distortion-rate function ofPθ [6].

III. T HE RESULTS

In this section we state our result on universal schemes for
joint lossy compression and identification of stationary sources
satisfying certain regularity conditions. We wish to design
a sequence of variable-rate vector quantizers, such that the
decoder can reliably reconstruct the source sequenceX and
reliably identify the active source in an asymptotically optimal
manner for allθ ∈ Λ. The identification performance will be
judged in terms of the variational distance, which for any two
probability measuresP,Q on a measurable space(Z,A) is
defined byd(P,Q) 4= 2 supA∈A |P (A)−Q(A)|. Denoting by
p andq the respective densities ofP andQ w.r.t. a dominating
measureν, we can also writed(P,Q) =

∫
X |p(z)−q(z)|dν(z).

The set of allQ satisfyingd(P,Q) ≤ δ for a givenP is called
the variational ball of radiusδ aroundP .

Our first condition ensures that each source in the class is
sufficiently close to an i.i.d. source, in an asymptotic sense.
Define thekth β-mixing coefficient ofPθ [5] by

βθ(k)
4= 2 sup

A∈σ(X0
−∞,X

∞
k )

|Pθ(A)− P−θ × P+
θ (A)|,

where σ(X0
−∞, X

∞
k ) is the σ-field generated by{Xi}i≤0

and{Xi}i≥k, andP−θ andP+
θ are the marginal distributions

of {Xi}i≤0 and {Xi}i>0, respectively. An i.i.d. source has

β(k) ≡ 0,∀k; if β(k) k→∞−→ 0, the source is calledβ-mixing.
Condition 1.The sources in{Pθ : θ ∈ Λ} are algebraically
β-mixing:

∃r > 0 such thatβθ(k) = O(k−r),∀θ ∈ Λ.

The second condition ensures that the parametrization of
the sources is sufficiently smooth.
Condition 2. Let dn(θ, θ′) denote the variational distance
betweenPnθ andPnθ′ . Then for everyθ ∈ Λ,

∃δθ, cθ > 0 such thatsup
n

dn(θ, θ′)√
n

≤ cθ‖θ − θ′‖

for all θ′ satisfying‖θ′ − θ‖ < δθ, where‖ · ‖ denotes the
Euclidean norm onRk.

This condition is met, for instance, if the asymptotic Fisher
information matrix I(θ) exists for all θ ∈ Λ (under some
technical assumptions on the densitiespnθ ). It guarantees that,
for every sequence{δn}n∈N of positive reals satisfyingδn →
0,
√
nδn → 0 as n → ∞, and for every sequence{θn}n∈N

in Λ satisfying‖θn − θ‖ < δn for a givenθ ∈ Λ, we have
dn(θn, θ) → 0 asn→∞.

Finally, we impose a learnability condition. To state it we
need some facts on Vapnik–Chervonenkis classes (see, e.g.,
[4], [5]). Let (Z,A) be a measurable space. Given a collection
C of measurable subsets ofZ, its Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)
dimensionV(C) is defined as the largest integern for which

max
xn∈Xn

|{(1{x1∈A}, · · · , 1{xn∈A}) : A ∈ C}| = 2n; (1)

if (1) holds for all n, thenV(C) = ∞. If V(C) < ∞, we say
thatC is a VC class. The Vapnik–Chervonenkis inequalities are
finite-sample bounds on uniform deviations of probabilities of
events in a VC class from their relative frequencies: ifXn =
(X1, · · · , Xn) is an i.i.d. sample from a probability measure
P on (Z,A), and if C is a VC class withV(C) ≥ 2, then

P
{

sup
A∈C

|PXn(A)− P (A)| > ε
}
≤ 8nV(C)e−nε

2/32,∀ε > 0

and E
{

sup
A∈C

|PXn(A)− P (A)|
}
≤ c
√

V(C) log n/n,

where c > 0 is a universal constant1, PXn is the empirical
distribution ofXn, and the probabilities and expectations are
w.r.t. the product measurePn on (Zn,An).
Condition 3.For n ∈ N, let An consist of all sets of the form

Aθ,θ′ = {xn ∈ Xn : pθ(xn) > pθ′(xn)}, θ 6= θ′

(An is the so-calledYatracos classdefined by{pnθ }, see [4]
and references therein). Then we require that eachAn is a VC
class,Vn ≡ V(An) <∞, and thatVn = o(n/ log n).

Theorem 1.Suppose Conditions 1–3 are satisfied. Then for
every λ, η > 0 there exists a sequence{Cn,mn

∗ }n∈N of

1Using more refined techniques, thec
p

V(C) log n/n bound can be
improved toc′

p
V(C)/n, wherec′ is another constant. However,c′ is much

larger thanc, so any benefit of the new bound shows only for “impractically”
large values ofn.



variable-rate vector quantizers with memory lengthsmn =
n(n+ dn(2+η)/re), such that

Lθ(Cn,mn
∗ , λ)− inf

m
inf
Cn,m

Lθ(Cn,m, λ) = O

(√
Vn log n

n

)
for all θ ∈ Λ. Moreover, for eachn, the binary description
produced by the encoder is such that the decoder can identify
the n-dimensional marginal of the active source up to a
variational ball of radiusO

(√
Vn log n/n

)
almost surely.

That is, for eachn, θ the codeCn,mn
∗ , which is independent of

θ, performs almost as well as the best finite-memory quantizer
with block lengthn that can be designed with full knowledge
of Pnθ . Thus, as far as compression goes, our scheme can
compete with all finite-memory variable-rate quantizers, with
the additional bonus of allowing the decoder to identify the
active source in an asymptotically optimal manner. Recalling
the discussion of Lagrangian optimality in Section II, we see
that Theorem 1 immediately implies the following:

Corollary 2. The sequence{Cn,mn
∗ }n∈N is weakly minimax

universal2 for {Pθ : θ ∈ Λ}, i.e., for every θ ∈ Λ,
Lθ0(C

n,mn
∗ , λ) → Lθ(λ) asn→∞.

IV. T HE PROOF OFTHEOREM 1

The main idea.It suffices to construct a universal scheme that
can compete with allzero-memorycodes; that is, we need to
show that there exists a sequence{Cn,mn

∗ } of codes, such that
Lθ(C

n,mn
∗ , λ)− L̂nθ (λ) = O(

√
Vn log n/n) for all θ ∈ Λ.

We assume throughout that the “true” source isPθ0 for
some θ0 ∈ Λ. Our code operates as follows. Suppose that
both the encoder and the decoder have access to a countably
infinite “database”c = {θ(i)}i∈N ⊂ Λ. Using Elias’ universal
representation of the integers [8], we can associate to eachθ(i)
a unique binary strings(i) with `(s(i)) = log i+O(log log i)
bits. Suppose also that for eachn, θ there exists a zero-
memoryn-block codeCnθ = (fθ, ϕθ) that achieves thenth-
order Lagrangian optimum forPθ: Lθ(Cnθ , λ) = L̂nθ (λ). The
encoding ofXn

1 into X̂n
1 is done as follows:

1) The encoder estimatesPnθ0 from themn-blockX0
−mn+1

asPneθ , whereθ̃ = θ̃(X0
−mn+1).

2) The encoder then computes thewaiting time

Tn
4= inf

{
i ≥ 1 : dn

(
θ(i), θ̃(X0

−mn+1)
)
≤
√
nδn

}
,

with the standard convention that the infimum of the
empty set is equal to+∞; {δn} is a sequence of positive
reals to be specified later.

3) If Tn < +∞, the encoder setŝθ = θ(Tn); otherwise,
the encoder setŝθ = θ(1) (or some other defaultθ).

4) The description ofXn
1 is a concatenation of three binary

strings: (i) a 1-bit flagb to tell whetherTn is finite
(b = 0) or infinite (b = 1); (ii) a binary strings1 which
is equal tos(Tn) if Tn < +∞ or is empty ifTn = +∞;
(iii) s2 = fbθ(Xn

1 ). The strings̃ = bs1 is the first-stage
description, while s2 is thesecond-stage description.

2See [6] for other notions of universality for lossy codes.
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Fig. 1. The structure of the codeCn,mn
∗ . The shaded blocks are those used

for estimating the source parameters.

The decoder receivesbs1s2, determineŝθ from s̃, and produces
X̂n

1 = ϕbθ(s). If b = 0 (which, as we shall show, will happen
eventually a.s.), thenPnbθ is in the variational ball of radius√
nδn around the estimatedPneθ . If the latter is a good estimate,

i.e., dn(θ0, θ̃)
a.s.→ 0 asn→∞, then the decoder’s estimate of

Pnθ0 is only slightly worse. Moreover, the a.s. convergence of
dn(θ0, θ̂) to zero asn → ∞ implies that the performance of
Cnbθ on Pθ0 is close to the optimumLθ0(C

n
θ0
, λ) ≡ L̂nθ0(λ).

Formally, the codeCn,mn
∗ is comprised by the following

maps: (1) theparameter estimator̃θ : Xmn → Λ; (2) the
parameter encoder̃g : Λ → S̃, whereS̃ = {0s(i)}i∈N ∪ {1};
(3) the parameter decoder̃ψ : S̃ → Λ. Let f̃ denote the
compositioñg◦ θ̃ of the parameter estimator and the parameter
encoder, which we refer to as thefirst-stage encoder, and letθ̂
denote the compositioñψ◦ f̃ of the parameter decoder and the
first-stage encoder. The decoderψ̃ is the first-stage decoder.
The collection{Cnθ : θ ∈ Λ} defines thesecond-stage codes.
The encoderf∗ : Xn × Xmn → S̃ × S and the decoderϕ∗ :
S̃ × S → X̂n of Cn,mn

∗ are defined asf∗(Xn
1 , X

0
−mn+1) =

f̃(X0
−mn+1)fbθ(X0

−mn+1)
(Xn

1 ) andϕ∗(s̃s) = ϕ eψ(es)(s) for all

s ∈ S, s̃ ∈ S̃, respectively.
To assess the performance of the code, introduce the func-

tionsg(xn, ymn) = ρn(xn, Cnbθ(ymn )
(xn))+λ`n(fbθ(ymn )(x

n))

and h(ymn) = `n(f̃(ymn)). Then h(X0
−mn+1) is the

normalized length of the first-stage description, while
g(Xn

1 , X
0
−mn+1) is the instantaneous Lagrangian performance

of the corresponding second-stage code. The expected La-
grangian performance of our code is

Lθ0(C
n,mn
∗ , λ) = Eθ0 g(Xn

1 , X
0
−mn+1) + λEθ0 h(X0

−mn+1).

We prove the theorem by showing that, with proper choices
for the memory lengthmn, the “database”c, the param-
eter estimatorθ̃, and the sequence{δn}, we can ensure
that Eθ0 h(X0

−mn+1) = O(k log n/n) + O(log log n/n) +
o(1), Eθ0 g(Xn

1 , X
0
−mn+1) = L̂nθ (λ) + O(

√
Vn log n/n), and

dn(θ0, θ̂(X0
−mn+1)) = O(

√
Vn log n/n) Pθ0-almost surely.

Step 1: choice of memory length.Let ln = dn(2+η)/re and
mn = n(n + ln). Divide X0

−mn+1 into n blocksZ1, . . . , Zn
of length n interleaved byn blocks Y1, . . . , Yn of length ln
(see Figure 1). The parameter estimatorθ̃, although defined as
acting on the entireX0

−mn+1, effectively will make use only
of Zn = (Z1, . . . , Zn). EachZj ∼ Pnθ0 , but theZj ’s are not
independent. LetQ(n) denote the marginal distribution ofZn,
and let Q̃(n) denote the product ofn copies ofPnθ0 . Using
induction and the definition of theβ-mixing coefficient, we
can show thatd(Q(n), Q̃(n)) ≤ (n− 1)βθ0(ln) = O(1/n1+η),



which follows from Condition 1 and our choice ofln. This
“blocking technique” [9] allows us to approximate certain
probabilities and expectations w.r.t.Pθ0 by probabilities and
expectations w.r.t. suitably constructed i.i.d. processes.
Step 2: construction of the database.We proceed by random
selection. LetW be some probability measure onΛ with a
positive, everywhere continuous densityw(θ). We generate
C = {θ(i)}i∈N as an i.i.d. sequence of vectors inΛ drawn
according toW , independently ofX.
Step 3: estimation of the active source.We use the Devroye–
Lugosi minimum-distance estimator(MDE) (see [4] and ref-
erences therein). Namely, given the estimation blocksZn =
(Z1, . . . , Zn), defineUθ(Zn)

4= supA∈An
|Pnθ (A)− PZn(A)|

for every θ ∈ Λ, where the supremum is over all sets in the
Yatracos classAn andPZn is the empirical distribution onXn

induced byZn. Then θ̃(X0
−mn+1) is any θ∗ ∈ Λ satisfying

Uθ∗(Zn1 ) < infθ∈Λ Uθ(Zn1 )+1/n (the extra1/n term ensures
that at least one suchθ∗ exists). Note that̃θ(X0

−mn+1) only
depends onZn. The key property of the MDE is [4]

dn(θ0, θ̃(X0
−mn+1)) ≤ 4Uθ0(Z

n
1 ) + 3/n, (2)

which holds regardless of whetherZn is i.i.d. or not.
Step 4: expected first-stage description length.We follow
the ideas of [10]. Let us assume that the sequence{δn} is
such thatδn → 0 as n → ∞. Define the eventFn =
{θ ∈ Λ : dn(θ, θ̃(X0

−mn+1)) ≤
√
nδn} and note that if

qn = W (Fn|X0
−mn+1 = x0

−mn+1) > 0, then the waiting
time Tn is a geometric random variable with parameterqn.
Condition 2 ensures that, in fact,qn > 0 for n sufficiently
large, forPθ0-almost all realizations ofX. Using the Borel–
Cantelli lemma, it is not hard to show thatEθ0 log Tn ≤
log log n+ 2−Eθ0 log qn for all realizations ofC, eventually
Pθ0-a.s. We now lower-boundqn for largen. Using the triangle
inequality, independence ofX andC, Condition 2 and the fact
that δn → 0 asn→∞, we have, forn sufficiently large,

qn ≥W
(
‖Θ− θ0‖ ≤ δn/2cθ0

)
Pθ0

(
dn(θ0, θ̃) ≤

√
nδn/2

)
,

where θ̃ = θ̃(X0
−mn+1) and Θ ∼ W . Via sim-

ple volume bounding,W
(
‖Θ − θ0‖ ≤ δn/2cθ0

)
≥

(1/2)w(θ0)vk(δn/2cθ0)
k for n sufficiently large, wherevk is

the volume of the unit sphere inRk. Next, we use blocking
to approximatePθ0-probabilities by Q̃(n)-probabilities, and
then invoke the property (2) of the MDE and the Vapnik–
Chervonenkis inequalities to obtain

Pθ0

(
dn(θ0, θ̃(X0

−mn+1)) ≤
√
nδn/2

)
≥ 1− 8nV(An)e−n(

√
nδn−6/n)2/2048 −O(1/n1+η).

Choosing δn =
√

2048(Vn+1) lnn

n + 6
n3/2 , we get for the

normalized expected first-stage description length3

Eθ0 h(X0
−mn+1) = O(k log n/n) +O(log log n/n) + o(1).

The sequenceδn indeed converges to 0 owing to Condition 3.
Step 5: expected second-stage Lagrangian performance.Using

3Note that, up to a constant, the first term on the right-hand side has the
same form as in Rissanen [1]; additional terms are due to the unboundedness
of Λ and the fact that the pointsθ(i) do not form a regular grid.

the fact that the distortion measureρ is bounded, one can show
via an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 9 in Section 10
of [7] that for every θ ∈ Λ there is no loss of generality
in assuming that ann-block codeCnθ = (fθ, ϕθ) achieving
L̂nθ (λ) satisfies`n(fθ(xn)) ≤ 2ρmax/λ for all xn ∈ Xn.
Thus,g is bounded by3ρmax. A straightforward application of
Fubini’s theorem and the definition of theβ-mixing coefficient
yields Eθ0 g(Xn

1 , X
0
−mn+1) ≤ Eθ0 Lθ0(Cnbθ , λ) + O(1/n2+η),

where θ̂ = θ̂(X0
−mn+1). Thus, the Lagrangian performance

of the second-stage code is determined by the behavior of the
codeCnbθ (which depends onX0

−mn+1). Becauseρ is a metric,
a basic Lagrangian mismatch argument (see, e.g., Lemma 9 in
Section 8 of [7]) shows that

Eθ0 Lθ0(Cnbθ , λ) ≤ Eθ0 Lθ0(Cnθ0 , λ) + 4ρmax Eθ0 dn(θ0, θ̂).

By blocking, the expectation ofdn(θ0, θ̂) w.r.t. Pθ0 can be
approximated by expectation w.r.t.̃Q(n). Followed by an
application of the triangle inequality, this yields

Eθ0 dn(θ0, θ̂) ≤ E eQ(n)

{
dn(θ0, θ̃) + dn(θ̃, θ̂)

}
+O(1/n1+η),

where θ̃ = θ̃(X0
−mn+1) is the MD estimate ofθ0. Now,

dn(θ̃, θ̂) ≤
√
nδn = O(

√
Vn log n/n) eventually almost

surely, by construction of the first-stage encoder. The expec-
tationE eQ(n) dn(θ0, θ̃) can be handled via (2) and the Vapnik–
Chervonenkis inequalities, yielding

Eθ0 dn(θ0, θ̃) = O
(√

Vn log n/n
)

+O(1/n1+η).

Thus, Eθ0{g} = L̂nθ0(λ) +O(
√
Vn log n/n) +O(1/n1+η).

Step 6: the overall performance.Gathering together our esti-
mates for the first stage and for the second stage, we get

Lθ0(C
n,mn
∗ , λ) = L̂nθ0(λ) +O(

√
Vn log n/n)

+O(k log n/n) +O(log log n/n) + o(1)

for almost every realization of the databaseC. As for the per-
formance of the scheme in identifying the active source, note
that, with our choice ofln, the sequencenβθ0(ln) is summable
in n. Then a straightforward application of the Borel–Cantelli
lemma and the Vapnik–Chervonenkis inequalities yields

dn

(
θ0, θ̂(X0

−mn+1)
)

= O
(√

Vn log n/n
)
, Pθ0 − a.s..

V. EXAMPLES

Here, we present three examples of parametric families
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 and thus admitting
joint universal lossy coding and identification schemes. The
following result [5] will be used throughout: LetC = {Aξ :
ξ ∈ RN} be a collection of measurable subsets ofRd, such
thatAξ = {z ∈ Rd : Π(z, ξ) > 0} for all ξ, where for each
z ∈ Rd, Π(z, ·) is a polynomial of degrees in the components
of ξ. ThenC is a VC class withV(C) ≤ 2N log(4es).
Stationary memoryless sources.Let X = R, and let{Pθ :
θ ∈ Λ} be the collection of all Gaussian i.i.d. processes with
meanm ∈ R and varianceσ ∈ (0,∞). ThusΛ = {(m,σ) :
m ∈ R, 0 < σ <∞} ⊂ R2. This class of sources trivially sat-
isfies Condition 1 withr = +∞, and it remains to check Con-
ditions 2 and 3. To check Condition 2, consider the normalized



relative entropy (information divergence)Dn(θ‖θ′) between
Pnθ and Pnθ′ , with θ = (m,σ) and θ′ = (m′, σ′) (which is
equal toD1(θ‖θ′) because the sources are i.i.d.). It is not
hard to get the boundDn(θ‖θ′) ≤ (1 + σ′/σ)2 ‖θ−θ′‖2/2σ′2.
Now fix a smallδ ∈ (0, σ) and suppose that‖θ − θ′‖ < δ.
Then |σ − σ′| < δ, so we can further upper-boundDn(θ‖θ′)
asDn(θ‖θ′) ≤ c2θ

2 ‖θ−θ
′‖2 for all θ′ in the open ball of radius

δ aroundθ, with cθ = 3/(σ − δ). Using Pinsker’s inequality
[4], we havedn(θ, θ′)/

√
n ≤

√
2Dn(θ‖θ′) ≤ cθ‖θ − θ′|| for

all n. Thus, Condition 2 holds. To check Condition 3 note
that, for eachn, the Yatracos classAn consists of all sets
of the form {xn ∈ Rn : Π(xn, θ, θ′) > 0}, θ, θ′ ∈ Λ, where
for eachxn ∈ Xn Π(xn, θ, θ′) is a third-degree polynomial
in (lnσ2, lnσ′2, 1/σ2, 1/σ′2,m,m′). Thus,An is a VC class
with V(An) ≤ 12 log(12e), satisfying Condition 3.

Autoregressive (AR) sources.Let X = R and let X be a
Gaussian AR(p) source. That is, there existp real parameters
a1, . . . , ap, such thatXn = −

∑p
i=1 aiXn−i + Yn for all

n, where Y = {Yi}i∈Z is an i.i.d. Gaussian process with
zero mean and unit variance. LetΛ ⊂ Rp be the set of
all a1, . . . , ap, such that all roots of the polynomialA(z) =∑p
i=0 aiz

i, a0 ≡ 1, lie outside the unit circle in the complex
plane. Under these conditions, for eachθ ∈ Λ the process
X is exponentiallyβ-mixing [11], i.e., there exists some
γ = γ(θ) ∈ (0, 1), such thatβθ(k) = O(γk). Now, for any
fixed r > 0, γk ≤ k−r for k sufficiently large, so Condition 1
holds. For Condition 2, it can be shown that, for eachθ ∈ Λ,
the asymptotic Fisher information matrixI(θ) exists (and is
nonsingular) [12]. Thus, Condition 2 can be met. To verify
Condition 3, consider then-dimensional marginalPθ(xn),
which has the normal densitypθ(xn) = N (xn; 0, Rn(θ)),
whereRn(θ) is thenth-order autocorrelation matrix ofX. For
every θ ∈ Λ, let θ̄ = (θ, ln detR−1

n (θ)). Sinceln detR−1
n (θ)

is uniquely determined byθ, we haveAθ,θ′ = Aθ̄,θ̄′ for
all sets in the Yatracos classAn. This, and the fact that
the entries ofR−1

n (θ) are quadratic functions ofa1, . . . , ap,
implies that, for eachxn, the conditionxn ∈ Aθ,θ′ can be
expressed asΠ(xn, θ̄, θ̄′) > 0, where Π(xn, ·) is quadratic
in the 2p + 2 real variables̄θ1, . . . , θ̄p+1, θ̄

′
1, . . . , θ̄

′
p+1. Thus,

V(An) ≤ (4p+ 4) log(8e). Therefore, Condition 3 is met.

Hidden Markov processes. A hidden Markov process is
a discrete-time finite-state homogeneous Markov chain, ob-
served through a discrete-time memoryless channel (see [13]
and references therein). LetS = {Si}i∈Z be a stationary
ergodic Markov process withM <∞ states and the (unique)
stationary distributionπ = (π1, . . . , πM ). Let aij = P(St+1 =
j|St = i), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M , denote the corresponding one-step
transition probabilities. LetX = Rd, and consider a discrete-
time memoryless channel with input alphabetS 4= {1, . . . ,M}
and output alphabetX , specified by a collection{p(·|s) : s ∈
S} of probability densities onRd w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure.
The output processX = {Xi}i∈Z is the source of interest.

Let us assume that the channel transition densities are
known, and that the one-step transition probabilities of the
underlying Markov chainS are known to be strictly positive

and bounded from below by somea0 > 0. Thus, our parameter
space is the setΛ =

{
θ = [aij ] ∈ RM×M : aij > a0,∀i, j

}
.

Under these assumptions, for anyθ ∈ Λ the underlying
Markov processS is exponentiallyβ-mixing [14]. It can also
be shown [5] that for everyθ ∈ Λ there exists a measurable
map F : S × [0, 1] → X , such thatXi = F (Si, Ui)
for all i ∈ Z, where Ui are i.i.d. random variables with
uniform distribution on [0, 1], independent ofS. The pair
process{(Si, Ui)} is exponentiallyβ-mixing, and therefore so
is X. This establishes Condition 1. Under additional technical
assumptions on the densities{p(·|s)} it can be shown that
the asymptotic Fisher information matrixI(θ) exists for all
θ ∈ Λ [15], which implies that Condition 2 holds as well.
Finally, to show that Condition 3 is satisfied, note that the
n-dimensional marginal ofPθ for a given θ = [aij ] has
the densitypθ(xn) =

∑
sn∈Sn

∏n
i=1 asi−1si

p(xi|si), where
as0s ≡ πs for all s. Then it follows that the Yatracos classAn
consists of sets of the form{xn ∈ Xn : Π(xn, θ, θ′) > 0},
θ = [aij ], θ′ = [a′ij ] ∈ Λ, whereΠ(xn, ·) is a polynomial of
degreen in the 2M2 parameters{aij , a′ij}. Thus,V(An) ≤
4M2 log(4en), so that Condition 3 holds as well.
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